
Professional Profile Writing Tips 

Resume represents not only your background, capability and accomplishments but also 
reflects your personality, how organized you are, and quality. Here are some General tips 
to write your resume that impress, portrays on your strength and ultimately lands you on 
an interview. 

Profile Format 

 
Prospect employer may have hundreds of resumes to screen, yet not having much time to go 
through in the first round of filtering. You must therefore format your resume in such a way that it 
grabs his attention at a 10-seconds glance. A great way to do this is to present your resume clear 
and crisp with headings, limit to two pages at most. Be thoughtful in highlighting the most 
important information about your work experience, skills and education. 

Write with a target and be appropriate  

 
Analyze the job ads and job descriptions to identify key words and compose your resume to 
address the requirements. As a multi-skill professional, it is advisable to tailor your basic resume 
by adding flavor that is specific to fit a particular job you apply for. 

Use the appropriate word and cautious about spelling 

Spell/grammar checker on a word processor is helpful but do not rely on it totally. It cannot detect 
proper choice of words. Take note of consistency in style from capitalization, use of bullets to 
tense you use. Depending on the firm you are writing to, UK English, US English or Australian 
English (some word processor supports this) should be observed. Use action verbs rather than 
passive voice to demonstrate that you are people who initiate and pro act. 

Choose the proper stationery  

 
Good quality bond paper is essential. Resume on color paper is inappropriate, white or neutral 
shade is safe. Be sensitive that your resume may be photocopied, faxed, and scanned numerous 
times. As a side note, avoid the appearance of a photocopied resume.  

Quote figures and facts  

 
Quantify the contribution you make in your job history. This is not only more convincing, the hard 
facts and figures can also form an impact on the reader more easily. 

Ignore needless points  

 
Give thoughts to what not to include in your resume. Some suggestions are: health condition, 
citizenship, awards, associations and memberships, publications and recreational activities that 
do not directly contribute to the job post you are applying, a second mailing address, "permanent 
address", references ("available upon request"), travel history, previous pay rates, previous 
supervisor names, reasons for leaving previous jobs. Much of these should be left until a job 
interview. 



Font style  

 
Choose a font style that is professional and business, a font size that balances against the 
content and space available on the page. Use bold typeface only to highlight key points, they can 
be so hard on one's eyes. Do not use multiple fonts in your resume because this usually makes it 
look cluttered and busy. 

Build your Resume Step by Step  

Step 1:  Know exactly what you want  
you have to be clear in mind as to what image you wish to project and how your strength and 
accomplishments relate to your current objective and aspirations.  

Step 2: Frame the skeleton of your resume 
Determine the content you want to include and give them headings, prioritize them by 
importance. 
Typical headings include Personal particulars, Education, Qualification, Working experience, 
Achievements, Skills and Proficiency. 

Step 3: Build Substance around the Skeleton 
Once the headings decided, gather details and put substance around them. 
 
Personal particulars  
be prudent in mentioning only the relevant. 

Education and Qualification 
List from the most recent, include honors, scholarship, class standing 

Working experience 
List from Present to Previous 

Achievements 
List any awards, special recognition and academic achievements.  

Skills and Proficiency 
This include languages, IT skills.  Give a rate against each, using a consistent scale.  For 
example, use “Fair, Fluent, Native” to describe language proficiency; describe IT competency as  
“Can perform without supervision, Can teach the subject”. 

Step 4: Edit the Content  
Look up our other articles on Resume Writing for practical tips. 

Step 5: Give it a final touch 
Quality counts in a resume, not quantity.  Design counts, not for the look of it but for its clarity and 
readability.  Go through your resume meticulously and see if there are any final touch-up you 
want to make to your resume.  



Don’ts while writing a resume! 

Equally important to what to DO in effective resume writing, here are some DON'T'S:  
 
Do not handwrite your resume.  
 
Do not state what you expect out of a job. Tell what you can contribute.  
 
Do not go back further than 15 years of your previous employment.  
 
Do not list names of your supervisors and contact information of your past employment.  
 
Do not be wordy when listing job duties, use bullets instead, and in a consistent style.  
 
Do not omit a previous position because it does not relate to your career goal. Mention it still so 
not to leave a gap in employment.  
 
Do not disclose the reasons why you left previous employments, nor your availability to begin 
working - they should be discussed in the interview.  
 
Do not cite salary unless the ad requires you to specify your salary history and/or expectation.  
 
Do not mention hobbies and personal interests unless they represent your career goal.  
 
Do not use words "references to be furnished upon request". This implies an insult to the reader's 
intelligence.  
 
Do not forget to put your name on the second page, in case it is misplaced from the first page.  
 
Do not print on both sides of the same piece of paper. 
 
Do not leave trace of erasures, white outs, scratched out or rewritten text. 
 
Do not staple your resume. This is to keep a professional image.  
 

 


